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Introduction 

Robotics, automated systems, virtual reality and artificial intelligence are four sets 

of technologies which have grown in importance in recent years have 

interrelationships which impact each other in terms of practical applications 

resulting in major transformation in the way things are done. It would be recalled 

that technologies in the 1970s had major transformational evolution with the 

convergence of computer and telecommunication technologies, at the time the 

first one based on digital signals and the second on analog signals and both 

combined through a digitalization process (Signal Analysis). The corner stone of 

the current ongoing technological transformation is systems theory which in a 

nutshell posits that practically all endeavors can be construed as a set of inputs 

which get transformed through processes into outputs. The following are 

examples of technological outputs: self-driving cars, computer integrated 

manufacturing, automated fight systems including ILS (instrument landing 

systems) and soon planes without pilots, cars largely manufactured by robots, 

robot financial advising, algorithmic trading (in the financial markets), robotic 

surgery  and so on. The processes rely on codes which are increasingly 

sophisticated. This book looks at the basics of these technologies including their 

mechanics, past evolution and state of the art. Potential future evolution will be 



reviewed as well. Analysis will focus on their contributions and impacts on 

industry and commerce, the distribution of wealth at national and global levels, 

the worlds of transit, medicine, finance, academia, business, entertainment and 

defence. Drawbacks such as the deskilling of the work force with its financial 

consequences and the creation of new elites will also be appraised.  Relevant 

claims reported in the media will be also be examined. 

 

Chapter 1: Overview 

Our starting point is technological revolution: Technologies are constantly 

moving, evolving all the time but at time something big happens, for example the 

IOT, now ARVA* is happening big time, a real revolution because they are 

happening at the same time often impacting each other; the interrelationships 

are quite significant; recall Alvin Toffler’s First Wave, Second wave, Third Wave; 

would have qualified the current one as a mega-wave 

*A=: automated systems; R=robotics; V=virtual reality; A=artificial intelligence 

 

The following are the Elements of the Mega Wave: Automated system {AS}, 

Robotic {R}, Virtual reality {VR}, augmented reality {AR}, mixed realty {MR} and 

Artificial intelligence {AI} 

A basic automated system is typically a computer-based system which takes a 

series of steps and convert them into an algorithm which can run itself with 

minimal human intervention. Basic robotic is about a machine which runs an 

automated system with minimal to no human intervention. Basic virtual reality is 

a replication of reality, real or created, which runs on a computer system, Basic 

artificial intelligence is a state where a computerized system is able to make 

decisions, for example a thermostat set at a specific temperature makes 

adjustment by increasing or decreasing heat generated by the system so that the 

constant temperure is maintained; similarly for a car in a cruise-control mode 

 

On the other hand, complex automated systems have been going on for decades. 

What’s different now is that current day automation can be said to be intelligent 

not just mechanical. Often working in tandem with robotics, VR and AI 



Complex robotics have also been going on for years but  today increasingly 

relating to AI; often called smart robotics albeit robots that make decision 

Complex virtual reality: the smart phone revolution ushered in a whole new world 

of virtual reality. You can visit a vacation resort online and see what it is like 

before making a decision; related terms are augmented reality and mixed reality  

Complex artificial intelligence: again AI has been happening for years, as a matter 

of fact started with the Turing Machine and ‘enigma’; today AI is coming of age. 

 

Capturing a new and evolving field of knowledge usng the case study 

methodology developed at Harvard University. When the MBA first started 

decades ago the field of business administration was partly known and partly in 

the making; the Harvard philosophy is that in context the material is best studied 

through existing and generally accepted concepts and also through case studies 

bringing light to the multifaceted aspects of the field; this methodology is 

warranted for the new field emerging, shaping up. Case studies often are real life 

‘cases’ albeit stories. At times, there is an attempt to conceptualize, The collection 

makes up new body of knowledge, of course evolving in nature. 

 

Let us look at a case study of automation of commercial flights. Commercial 

aviation is already heavily automated. Modern aircraft are generally flown by a 

computer autopilot that tracks its position using motion sensors and dead 

reckoning, corrected as necessary by GPS. Software systems are also used to land 

commercial aircraft 

(Source: https://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/07/science/planes-without-

pilots.html) 

 

Case study of robotic surgery: robotically-assisted heart surgery, also called 

closed-chest heart surgery, is a type of minimally invasive heart surgery 

performed by a cardiac surgeon. The surgeon uses a specially-designed computer 

console to control surgical instruments on thin robotic arms. 

(Source: https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/treatments/17438-robotically-

assisted-heart-surgery ) 
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Case study of virtual reality: the  LAMPIX VR platform 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/868083461/lampix-intelligent-interactive-

tabletop-ar-is-here? 

 

Case study of augmented reality: rocket launch 

https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/nation-now/2018/03/29/augmented-

reality-rocket-launch-app-shows-you-spacex-launch-like-never-

before/461696002/ 

 

Case study of mixed reality: nature as it truly is; nature captured and rendered via 

music videos: 

www.natureappreciation.org 

 

Case study of Artificial intelligence: How is AI shaping up: Five predictions 2018 by 

Daniel Newman, Forbes 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/danielnewman/2017/12/12/5-artificial-

intelligence-predictions-for-2018/#6fb7930f1063 

 

Concluding observations 

Blending all the elements together creates a mega revolution transforming the 

way business operates 

The impact will also be felt in government and non profit organizations 

The significant and spectacular progress of these technologies must be 
celebrated.  More is anticipated in the coming years. A study is made 
here to identify the factors likely to help or hinder the full potential of 
these technologies: first, the growth in computing processing power. 
The continuing growth of computing power at an affordable price is of 
prime importance. In 1965 Gordon Moore suggested that computer 
power will double every 2 years. The prediction held true for 50 years. 
But it is becoming more and more expensive to keep packing transistors 
in a limited area. As an illustration of the exponential growth, in 1971 
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an Intel microprocessor chip has 2300 transistors while a modern Intel 
processor such as the Intel Skylake contains 1.75 billion transistors. 
New materials are being research as alternatives to silicon for the 
manufacture of computer chips and alternative computer architecture 
whereby massive amount of data is kept in RAM for faster access by the 
computer processors. 
An alternative being research is the Quantum Computing which makes 
use of the ability of subatomic particles to exits in several states 
simultaneously. This is an area that we shall have to watch in the 
future. 

 


